HYBRID
WARFARE
DOMAINS:
LAW AREAS:
Legal Theory

Political

SocioCultural

Information

Economic/
Financial

Use history
to legalize
interventions
and
annexations

Claim RUS
status as
USSR legal
successor
when
beneficial

Set the legal
groundwork
to dominate
Eurasian
economic
integration

Assert RUS
‘cultural
values’ over
individual
rights

Portray
existing
international
order as Westcentric and
unfair toward
RUS
Claim RUS
minorities
oppression and
violation of
language
rights
Claim USSR
dissolution
was
‘unconstitution
al’ under
Soviet law

Energy/
Infrastructure

Cyber

Intelligence

Military

Assert RUS
state
sovereignty
over energy
resources

Assert RUS
state
sovereignty
over the
cyber domain

Define
Western legal
concepts as
foreign and
subversive to
RUS

Assert the
RUS right of
pre-emptive
actions
abroad

Expropriate
foreign
assets to
compensate
for assets
frozen by
the West
Exert
pressure on
EU through
migration
flows

Oppose
Western
sanctions
against RUS
energy
infrastructure

Oppose US
sanctions for
meddling in
US elections

Oppose
Western
sanctions for
chemical
attacks on UK
soil

Assert right
to military
exercises
within RUS
borders

Destroy energy
infrastructure
to justify
humanitarian
convoys

Target
Western
humanitarian
organizations

Collect
intelligence
during
reconciliation
campaigns

Target
civilians to
trigger
humanitarian
crises

Subject
economic
entities to
state
interests in
wartime

Vest the RUS
National Guard
with the rights
to protect
infrastructure

Launch cyber
attacks on
Western
electoral
systems

Legalize the
supremacy of
RUS security
apparatus over
individuals
rights

Define RUS
military as a
pillar of RUS
domestic
order

Customary
International
Law

Emphasize the
fluidity of
international
law over
peremptory
legal norms

Humanitarian
Law

Assert RUS
‘responsibility
to protect’ its
compatriots in
“Near Abroad”

Assert RUS
right to
‘spheres of
interest’; blur
boundaries
between peace
and war
De-recognize
neighboring
states’
governments
to justify RUS
invasions and
annexations
Create new
ethnic realities
on the ground
through RUS
passports

Constitutional
Law

Assert
supremacy of
RUS
constitution
over
international
law

Claim the
transfer of
Crimea to
UKR
contradicted
Soviet
constitution

Close ethnic
minorities
institutions
accusing
them of
separatist
propaganda

Criminal Law

Justify
domestic
repressions to
preempt ‘Color
Revolutions’

Criminalize
the offense
of religious
feelings of
believers

Force hostages
to admit to
‘terrorist’
activities

Tax evasion
charges
against
opposition
leaders

Fabricating
infrastructure
attack plots to
arrest foreign
citizens

Criminalize
Internet
criticism as
‘terrorism’
and
‘extremism’

Legalize
intelligence
services
control over
the Internet

Define
‘Color
Revolutions’
as a domestic
military
threat

Maritime Law

Cancel UKR
state licenses to
expropriate
natural shelf
resources in the
Black and
Azov Seas
Abuse UN SC
veto to obstruct
UN resolutions

Abuse Interpol
arrest warrants
to target
critics
sentence
foreign “war
criminals”
Oppose the
presence of
US navy in the
Black Sea

Exploit
history to
assert warm
ports access

Portray Azov
and Black
Seas as
“Russian
Seas”

Impede
maritime
traffic to
UKR ports

Obstruct access
to UKR by
building the
Kerch bridge

Use cyber
tools to target
Western ports
or naval
assets

Support
extended
RUS claims
on Arctic
shelf by more
bases

Create RUSdominated
regional
organizations

Accuse
neighbors of
‘Nazism’ at
UN bodies

Leverage
RUS
membership
in WTO

Oppose EU
energy
infrastructure
rules in Europe

Use cyber to
target
international
organizations

Use ceasefire
negotiations to
delay response
and divide
public opinion

Use zerosum game
culture while
negotiating
treaties

Sign SOFA
with Syria
assuming no
liability for
war crimes

Use RUS
fears of
encirclement
by NATO

Portray RUS
international
organizations
membership as
stabilizing
Exploit legal
loopholes to
claim nonperformance
of other
signatories
Accuse UKR
and West of
war crimes in
Donbas and
Syria

Use RUS
loans to
keep
neighboring
states within
RUS orbit
Hire private
military
companies
to fight
overseas

Use RUS
infrastructure
‘hardwire’
countries to
RUS energy
supplies
Destroy
civilian
infrastructure
to justify
humanitarian
intervention

Enlist
international
support for
greater
Internet
control
Oppose
NATO
attempts to
define cyber
attacks as Art.
5 events

Compromise
Western
underwater
cables
claiming
‘research’
activities
Exploit
international
organizations
to collect
intelligence
Collect
intelligence
during treaty
negotiations

International
Organizations

International
Treaties

Law of Armed
Conflict

Uphold ethnic
selfdetermination
over state
sovereignty in
target states

Diplomatic

Uphold the
principle of
‘Rebus sic
stantibus’ over
‘Pacta sunt
servanda’
Assert that
RUS
aggression
against UKR is
“civil war
within UKR”

Provide RUS
citizenship
on historical
grounds

Use cyber for
intelligence
acquisition
and influence
operations

Use RUS
OSCE
observers for
intel on UKR
military
Abuse ‘snap’
exercises by
exploiting the
Vienna
Document’s
loopholes
Claim that
RUS military
in UKR are
on leave or
retired

